SINKING OF JAP SHIP MAY BRING NEW CRISIS HERE

Ancona Case Will Be Complica-
E Henrietta Maru Was
Not Warned.

AWAIT OFFICIAL REPORT

If Americans Were Abroad
Vigorous Protest May Be
Sent by U.S.

LOSS OF LIFE NOT ESSENTIAL

Lack of Lives Would Indicate
Line Was Warned—Sign of
Concession to U.S.

If officially reported next the
came passengers regarded the
passing of the British ships
as a case where the security
of the Allied forces were
involved, the fear was that the
vessels had been sunk in such
a manner as to prevent them
from being of any use to the
enemy. It was feared that the
vessels would be used by the
enemy as a means of provoking
a war with the United States.

It was thought that the
vessels had been sunk in
such a manner as to prevent
them from being of any use to the
enemy. It was feared that the
vessels would be used by the
enemy as a means of provoking
a war with the United States.

The loss of life would be
not essential, as the
vessels had been sunk in
such a manner as to prevent
them from being of any use to the
enemy. It was feared that the
vessels would be used by the
enemy as a means of provoking
a war with the United States.

Newlyweds Invade President
And Bride to Christmas Fete

Dozen or More Honeymoon Couples at Hot Springs Plan
To Have Real Santa Claus at Celebration in
Hotel Tonight.